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ABSTRACT

Most flying qualities criteria have been developed from data in the subsonic flight regime. Unique characteristics of supersonic flight raise questions about whether these criteria successfully extend into the supersonic flight regime. Approximately 25 years ago NASA Dryden Flight Research Center addressed this issue with handling qualities evaluations of the XB-70 and YF-12. Good correlations between some of the classical handling qualities parameters, such as the control anticipation parameter as a function of damping, were discovered. More criteria have been developed since these studies. Some of these more recent criteria are being used in designing the High-Speed Civil Transport (HSCT). A second research study recently addressed this issue through flying qualities evaluations of the SR-71 at Mach 3. The research goal was to extend the high-speed flying qualities experience of large airplanes and to evaluate more recent MIL-STD-1797 criteria against pilot comments and ratings. Emphasis was placed on evaluating the criteria used for designing the HSCT. XB-70 and YF-12 data from the previous research supplemented the SR-71 data. The results indicate that the criteria used in the HSCT design are conservative and should provide good flying qualities for typical high-speed maneuvering. Additional results show correlation between the ratings and comments and criteria for gradual maneuvering with precision control. Correlation is shown between ratings and comments and an extension of the Neal/Smith criterion using normal acceleration instead of pitch rate.

NOMENCLATURE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADI</td>
<td>attitude direction indicator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bw</td>
<td>bandwidth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.g.</td>
<td>center of gravity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAP</td>
<td>control anticipation parameter, $g^{-1} \text{ sec}^{-2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH</td>
<td>Cooper-Harper (rating)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$g$</td>
<td>acceleration due to gravity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSCT</td>
<td>High-Speed Civil Transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVSI</td>
<td>instantaneous vertical speed indicator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEAS</td>
<td>knots equivalent airspeed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_\alpha$</td>
<td>dimensional lift curve slope, lb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOES</td>
<td>low-order equivalent system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_y$</td>
<td>lateral acceleration, $g$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{z\alpha}$</td>
<td>slope of normal acceleration as a function of angle of attack, $g$/rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_{max}$</td>
<td>maximum roll rate, deg/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIO</td>
<td>pilot-induced oscillation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s$</td>
<td>Laplace operator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAS</td>
<td>stability augmentation system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>sideslip, deg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$</td>
<td>pitch attitude, deg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_c$</td>
<td>pitch attitude command, deg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_p$</td>
<td>bandwidth time delay parameter, sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_r$</td>
<td>roll mode time constant, sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\( \tau_\phi \) \hspace{1em} \text{time delay of bank-angle-to-stick deflection frequency response, msec} \\
\( \phi \) \hspace{1em} \text{bank angle, deg} \\
\( \phi_{2\omega_{180^\circ}} \) \hspace{1em} \text{phase angle at twice the phase crossover frequency, rad/sec} \\
\( \omega_{bw\gamma} \) \hspace{1em} \text{flightpath bandwidth parameter, rad/sec} \\
\( \omega_{bw\theta} \) \hspace{1em} \text{pitch attitude bandwidth parameter, rad/sec} \\
\( \omega_{dr} \) \hspace{1em} \text{dutch roll frequency, rad/sec} \\
\( \omega_{sp} \) \hspace{1em} \text{short-period frequency, rad/sec} \\
\( \omega_{w} \) \hspace{1em} \text{frequency of the second-order zero in the roll-rate-to-stick deflection transfer function, rad/sec} \\
\( \omega_{180^\circ} \) \hspace{1em} \text{phase crossover frequency, rad/sec} \\
\( \zeta_{dr} \) \hspace{1em} \text{dutch roll damping} \\
\( \zeta_{\phi} \) \hspace{1em} \text{damping of the second-order zero in the roll-rate-to-stick deflection transfer function} \\

**INTRODUCTION**

Good handling qualities are essential for aircraft performance and can be predicted during the design process. Handling qualities criteria used to evaluate aircraft designs are defined by experiential data obtained from previous aircraft. A problem exists, however, when an aircraft flies in a new flight regime. Airplanes cruising at speeds greater than Mach 2 or beyond exemplify this problem.

Since flying qualities criteria are based on subsonic data, they do not address some of the unique characteristics of high-speed flight. For example, many of the current criteria assume that good flightpath response follows from good pitch attitude response. For the high-speed case, however, this assumption may not be valid. As Mach number increases, an aircraft's lift curve slope \((L_\alpha)\) decreases proportionally, thereby increasing the lag between flightpath and pitch attitude response. Figure 1 compares responses from a step input in an SR-71 simulator at Mach 0.6 and 3.0, illustrating the increase in lag between flightpath and pitch attitude. For both

![Figure 1. Comparison of the lag between pitch attitude and flight path responses at Mach 0.6 and 3.0.](image-url)
responses the input is applied at 0 sec of time. For the subsonic case the flightpath lags the pitch attitude by 1 to 2 sec, whereas for the Mach 3.0 case the flightpath lags by 4 to 5 sec. If this lag characteristic is too large, the pilot's ability to control flightpath is impaired.

Figure 2 illustrates another unique characteristic of high-speed flight, which compares the responses of the SR-71 simulator to a longitudinal step input at Mach 0.6 and 3.0. The comparison reveals that as the speed increases, the pitch attitude change required to acquire the same rate-of-climb decreases. This characteristic, caused primarily by the large velocity term, implies that as speed increases the pilot must maintain more precise control of pitch attitude to establish the desired rate-of-climb response. Unless accurate pitch attitude or rate-of-climb information is fed back to the pilot, this characteristic could potentially cause the pilot to overcontrol the aircraft. Nevertheless flying qualities criteria are based on subsonic data, where the requirement for precise pitch attitude control is more relaxed than it is for the high-speed case.

Approximately 25 years ago NASA Dryden Flight Research Center researchers applied MIL-F-8785B criteria to YF-12 and XB-70 data (ref. 1). The military specification defined criteria for four classes of airplanes:

- Class I, general aviation.
- Class II, medium weight.
- Class III, transports.
- Class IV, fighter aircraft.

Each criterion defined boundaries for three levels of handling qualities:

- Level 1, satisfactory handling qualities.
- Level 2, acceptable handling qualities.
- Level 3, controllable handling qualities.
The criteria are applied, depending on the class of airplane, for three flight categories:

- Category A, rapid maneuvering and precision tracking (air-to-air combat).
- Category B, gradual maneuvering without precision tracking (cruise flight).
- Category C, gradual maneuvering with precision flightpath control (approach and landing).

The longitudinal tasks for the YF-12 and XB-70, class III aircraft, in up-and-away flight included precise flightpath tracking without gross maneuvering, which was considered category C flight. The researchers showed, for both the YF-12 (refs. 2, 3, and 4) and XB-70 (refs. 2 and 5), positive correlation between category C criterion on control anticipation parameter (CAP) and pilot comments and ratings. The researchers also indicated that the requirements for short-period damping may be relaxed, although these results were not considered conclusive (refs. 4 and 5). Since that time several more criteria have been developed, some of which are described in MIL-STD-1797 (ref. 6). The High-Speed Civil Transport (HSCT) program evaluated the flying qualities of their design based on some of these criteria (ref. 7). This memorandum addresses how these criteria apply to airplanes flying in the region of Mach 2 and beyond.

The flying qualities of the SR-71 at Mach 3 are evaluated using three well-defined maneuvers considered typical for a supersonic transport: a steady level turn, an ascending turn, and a vertical plane altitude change. Pilot ratings and comments of the maneuvers are documented and reasons are identified for cases where level 2 ratings were given. The goal of this research was to extend the high-speed flying qualities experience of large airplanes and to evaluate some of the more recent MIL-STD-1797 criteria against pilot comments and ratings. The XB-70 and YF-12 data from research conducted approximately 25 years ago supplement the SR-71 data. Evaluation of the criteria focuses on comparing terminal flight phase boundaries for the HSCT (ref. 7) with category C boundaries from MIL-STD-1797. The supersonic flight data are not compared with the HSCT nonterminal boundaries because these boundaries were undefined when reference 7 was published. The following longitudinal criteria are evaluated: low-order equivalent systems (LOES) (ref. 8), pitch bandwidth (ref. 9), flightpath bandwidth (ref. 10), and Neal/Smith (ref. 11). Additionally the memorandum evaluates the following lateral-directional criteria: LOES and lateral acceleration at the pilot station (ref. 6).

**AIRCRAFT DESCRIPTION**

The SR-71 (fig. 3) is a twin-engine, delta wing airplane that was designed to cruise at Mach 3.2 above 80,000 ft (fig. 4). The SR-71 is powered by two Pratt & Whitney J-58 afterburner engines with axisymmetric, variable-geometry, mixed compression inlets. Centerbody spikes and bypass doors on the forward part of the nacelle are automatically modulated to control the oblique and normal shock positioning associated with flying at high supersonic speeds. The data discussed in this memorandum were gathered with doors and inlets in this automatic configuration.

Most of the cockpit contains conventional instrumentation. Some of the main cockpit instruments used during this evaluation include a pressure-driven, instantaneous vertical speed indicator (IVSI) and a triple-display indicator that shows altitude, knots equivalent airspeed (KEAS), and Mach number in a digital format. The resolution of the IVSI is 100 ft/min. The resolutions of the triple-display indicator parameters are 50 ft, 1 knot, and 0.01 Mach, respectively. Because a lag in the response of the IVSI exists at high altitude, a horizontal needle on the attitude direction indicator (ADI) displaying inertial vertical speed provides a reference for climb/descent rates. With this, the SR-71 pilots get a more precise and reliable vertical speed indicator than from the IVSI. A vertical needle on the ADI displays the error between the actual and desired bank angle based on the navigation system. Thus, the SR-71 pilots have a reference bank angle for following a ground track.

Wing trailing edge elevons are used symmetrically as elevators and differentially as ailerons to provide longitudinal and lateral control, while twin, all-movable vertical tails supply directional control. The pilot controls...
Figure 3. SR-71 research aircraft shortly after refueling.

Figure 4. SR-71 flight envelope.
consist of a conventional stick for pitch and roll inputs, and rudder pedals for yaw inputs. The SR-71 has a conventional response with angle-of-attack and normal acceleration changes commanded by the pitch stick. The controls are irreversible and fully powered by two independent, 3000 lb/in² hydraulic systems that operate actuating cylinders at each control surface.

The SR-71 uses an automatic flight control system that provides stability augmentation or increased damping about all three axes. This damping is accomplished with conventional feedback of roll rate, pitch rate, and yaw rate. In addition, lateral acceleration is used in the yaw axis to reduce the severity of engine unstarts.

An autopilot is available to reduce the workload involved in flying the SR-71. The autopilot includes attitude hold in pitch and roll, Mach hold, and KEAS hold. Normal aircraft maneuvering is executed by pitch and roll attitude inputs through thumbwheels, while acceleration/deceleration to and from Mach 3 are performed with the KEAS hold engaged on the autopilot. The autopilot mode is used routinely in the climb, cruise, and descent portions of the flights. However, for the handling qualities evaluations all autopilot modes were disengaged, and the maneuvers were performed manually with the stick.

TASK DESCRIPTION

Three maneuvers were flown at Mach 3.0 to evaluate the handling qualities characteristics of the SR-71 aircraft: a steady level turn, an ascending turn, and a vertical plane altitude change. These maneuvers are considered typical of maneuvers to be flown by a large, supersonic transport aircraft. Each maneuver had two variations, and is discussed more fully in the following sections.

Pilot comments evaluating the maneuvers against the adequate and desired performance margins were collected immediately after performing each task and during postflight briefings. Adequate margins for all three maneuvers were ±300 ft deviation from target altitude and ±10 KEAS deviation from target airspeed. Desired margins for all three maneuvers were ±100 ft deviation from target altitude and ±5 KEAS deviation from target airspeed.

Vertical Plane Altitude Change

The vertical plane altitude change at constant KEAS entailed a wings-level pullup to capture a 2000 ft altitude increment at a climb rate of 1000 ft/min. After the target altitude was established, it was held for 10 sec. Constant airspeed was maintained throughout the maneuver. The pilots evaluated this maneuver with two variations: one using the IVSI and another using the inertial vertical speed.

Steady Level Turn

The first variation of the steady level turn involved rolling the aircraft to a constant bank angle of 30° and turning through a specified heading change while maintaining constant KEAS and altitude. After acquiring the final heading, a rollout to wings level was performed followed by holding constant altitude and airspeed at the final heading for 10 sec. For the second variation, instead of rolling to a constant bank angle, the pilot was required to follow the vertical ADI bank angle needle, which was commanded by the navigation computer to follow a specified ground track. At Mach 3.0 bank angles of around 30° were commanded.

Ascending Turn

The first variation of the ascending turn involved rolling the aircraft to a constant bank angle of 30°. After 10° of heading change the pilot began an ascent at a rate of 500 ft/min. This state was held for an additional 30° of heading change, where the pilot leveled off in altitude. Constant airspeed was maintained throughout the whole maneuver. As with the steady level turn the second variation of the maneuver was performed with the pilot following the vertical ADI bank angle needles.
PILOT EVALUATIONS

This section summarizes pilot comments for the three maneuvers described in the previous section. Two pilots flew the maneuvers, and their Cooper-Harper (CH) ratings and comments were recorded. Figure 5 presents the CH ratings for these maneuvers; it should be referred to throughout the discussion. Pilot comments for steady and ascending turns were consistent with each other, and are presented together in the following discussion. CH ratings are split into three handling qualities levels according to the following definitions:

- Level 1 = CH < 3.5
- Level 2 = 3.5 < CH < 6.5
- Level 3 = 6.5 < CH < 9.5

![Figure 5. Pilot ratings for the vertical plane altitude change, steady level turn, and ascending turn maneuvers.](image)

Vertical Plane Altitude Change

Comments from both pilots are summarized below for both variations of the vertical plane altitude change maneuvers.

With Instantaneous Vertical Speed Indicator

Sluggish initial response and excessive delay between the stick input and a reaction in the IVSI gauge made establishing and maintaining the desired rate of climb very difficult. The altitude change could be performed, but not without high concentration and some loss of performance. The pilot’s ability to hold airspeed was difficult because of the excursions in rates of climb. These problems warranted CH ratings between 5 and 7 (levels 2 to 3).
With Inertial Vertical Speed Indicator

Achieving desired performance was relatively easy. The rate of climb was easy to establish and maintain when using inertial vertical speed as feedback. As long as enough range in throttle motion in afterburner was available, the airspeed was easily maintained as well. The only difficulty arose when searching to establish rate of climb and when leading the aircraft as it approached the target altitude. This minor compensation required in establishing flightpath, added to the basic concentration necessary to fly this airplane, warranted a CH rating of 3 (level 1).

Steady Level and Ascending Turns

Both levels 1 and 2 ratings were assigned for the steady level and ascending turns (fig. 5). The level 1 ratings were associated with the maneuver flown at constant bank angle, whereas the level 2 ratings were associated with the maneuver flown while following the bank angle steering bar for constant ground track. The following is a summary of both pilots’ comments.

Turns Following Ground Track

For the turns where the ground track or bank angle steering bar was followed, the level of concentration required to perform the task was quite high, although the task was performed to within desired performance. Three sources exist for this concentration level:

- The high degree of baseline concentration required to fly the aircraft normally.
- Simultaneously maintaining small vertical speed and bank angle errors, which was of paramount concern because large errors were difficult to correct and manage.
- Maintaining airspeed, which was considered easy but still contributed to the level of concentration required.

The concentration from each of these sources was minimal when considered separately. When combining all the sources simultaneously, however, the required concentration level drove the CH ratings to level 2. Keeping the vertical speed error small was more demanding than following the bank angle command needle. Lags inherent in the aircraft’s flightpath response made it more difficult to maintain a precise vertical speed than a precise bank angle. Although the roll response was a little abrupt, it was easy to acquire and maintain desired bank angle.

Turns With Constant Bank Angle

Flying the turn with a constant bank angle reduced the concentration required to perform the maneuver when following the bank angle needle. Because no problems existed with bank angle control, establishing the required bank angle was relatively easy with only a few minor adjustments required to maintain it. Therefore, less attention was placed on the lateral-directional axis. The reduction in the required concentration was enough for CH ratings of 2 and 3 (level 1).

Pilots’ General Comments

Trimming the aircraft could be a tedious task because of poor resolution in the vertical speed indicator or lack of vertical acceleration feedback. The airplane would appear to be trimmed but many seconds later the inertial vertical speed would have drifted off and require further adjustments. This characteristic could be related to the lightly damped phugoid mode (ref. 12).

Although control harmony was a significant problem due primarily to heavy longitudinal forces, it became only a minor influence on the handling qualities when the longitudinal trim button was used to cancel stick forces. The pilots did not consider control harmony when giving the ratings and comments.
Summary for Comparison With Criteria

Longitudinal handling qualities were level 1 when using the inertial vertical speed as a feedback parameter. Vertical speed was an important feedback, as the pitch attitude display on the ADI did not provide enough resolution to be useful. Lags existed in the flightpath response; however, the aircraft was predictable and solid. These comments were based on gentle maneuvering, which is typical of the types of missions flown with this aircraft. Because of the inherent lags of the vehicle at high speeds aggressive maneuvering was not possible without control difficulties. Although airspeed response was sluggish, it was easy to maintain. An average CH rating of 3 for the vertical plane altitude change maneuvers using the inertial vertical speed indicator as feedback will be used to compare with the longitudinal criteria.

Specific lateral-directional axis ratings were not obtained during the SR-71 handling qualities evaluations. However, certain inferences could be made about these ratings. First, the vertical plane altitude change maneuvers were rated by both pilots as CH = 3. Because this maneuver was mainly a longitudinal one, these ratings represented the longitudinal task. Pilot comments indicate that lateral-directional dynamics had a "slightly abrupt, but predictable response" that was less demanding than the response in the longitudinal axis. Because the ratings of the longitudinal dynamics were CH = 3 for both pilots, it can be inferred that the ratings for the lateral-directional dynamics were CH = 3 or better.

The turns performed with the pilot following the bank angle steering bar on the ADI received CH ratings of 4 and 4.5. The comments indicate that the increase in ratings for this maneuver was caused by the increase in attention and concentration required to "juggle" the altitude task, bank task, speed task, and normal aircraft functions. These comments imply that a better estimate of lateral-directional dynamics alone would come from the constant bank angle turns. The averaged rating of these maneuvers, CH = 2.5, also fits within the requirement for CH = 3 or better. Thus, ratings for the steady level turn flown with constant bank angle will be used when comparing SR-71 data with the lateral-directional criteria.

LONGITUDINAL CRITERIA EVALUATION

Longitudinal criteria evaluated are LOES, bandwidth (pitch and flightpath), and Neal/Smith. These criteria were emphasized because they are identified as design criteria for the HSCT (ref. 7). To increase the value of this investigation, the LOES criteria were also applied to high-speed flying qualities data from the XB-70 (ref. 5) and YF-12 (ref. 3). Because the flight conditions where the data were collected were not recorded in the XB-70 report, the application of this data to the other criteria was not possible. However, enough information existed in the YF-12 report to extract the test condition of the data. Because of the similarity of the YF-12 and SR-71 in the longitudinal axis, a flight-validated linear simulation of the SR-71 supplemented as a model of the YF-12 data. The other longitudinal criteria were then applied to this model.

Evaluation of the criteria focuses on comparing terminal flight phase boundaries for the HSCT with category C boundaries from MIL-STD-1797. Comparison of the supersonic flight data with HSCT nonterminal boundaries was not done because these boundaries were undefined when reference 7 was published. Although category C is typically associated with approach and landing, the high-speed maneuvers for the SR-71, XB-70, and YF-12 were considered category C because precise flightpath control without rapid maneuvering was required (ref. 5). Flying qualities ratings from the previous research correlated well with the category C borders. To further investigate this assumption, comparisons between category A and B criteria from MIL-STD-1797 were conducted as well. If the flying qualities ratings and comments continue to correlate best with category C across all the criteria, HSCT criteria used for the terminal flight phase may be appropriate for the high-speed flying qualities design as well.

Low-Order Equivalent System

The LOES technique was developed to apply classical boundaries of handling qualities to higher order aircraft. The technique fits second-order transfer function models of pitch rate and normal acceleration from stick deflection
to higher order models or flight data. A time delay model is added to the second-order transfer functions to account for differences in phase angle between the lower and higher order models. As a result, LOES estimates of short-period frequency, damping, and the lift curve slope \((L_\alpha)\) can be applied to classical criteria on these parameters. A criterion for the time delay estimate has also been developed.

A LOES fit was performed using a Fast Fourier Transform of an SR-71 flight data frequency sweep. The LOES fit was performed with simultaneous pitch rate from stick deflection and normal acceleration from stick deflection frequency responses. Figure 6 shows an example of the fit using the normal acceleration near the instantaneous center of rotation. A good fit with a cost of approximately 50 was obtained. In addition, a LOES fit was performed with just the pitch rate from stick deflection frequency response, where the first-order zero was fixed at the value of \(L_\alpha\) calculated from flight data. The frequency, damping, and time delay estimated from this fit and the simultaneous fits were within 10 percent.

![Figure 6. Typical LOES fit of the pitch rate from stick deflection frequency response.](image)

Figures 7, 8, and 9 show the CAP, damping, and time delay of the XB-70, YF-12, and SR-71, respectively. CAP was approximated using equation (1) between the short-period frequency \((\omega_{sp})\) and the change in normal acceleration with angle of attack \(N_{z\alpha}\):

\[
\text{CAP} = \frac{\omega_{sp}^2}{N_{z\alpha}}
\]

(1)

Data are compared with the criterion on CAP from the MIL-STD-1797 for categories A, B, and C, and from HSCT design guidelines. The HSCT criterion for CAP is equivalent to the category A, level 1 region of MIL-STD-1797. The traditional CAP as a function of damping format was not presented to be consistent with the previous XB-70 and YF-12 analysis. The solid line in figure 7 is faired through the XB-70 data and came from reference 5. The shaded region shows where the data should fall if the criteria correlate with pilot ratings.
Figure 7. LOES estimates of CAP compared with categories A, B, and C criteria from MIL-STD-1797 and HSCT criteria.
From figure 7 CAP correlates better with category C guidelines from MIL-STD-1797 than it does with the HSCT and category B guidelines. Reference 5 noted this correlation with category C for XB-70 data. The addition of the YF-12 data from reference 3 supports this conclusion, and the SR-71 point falls within the level 1 region as expected. A total of 83 percent of all the data falls within the boundaries predicted by category C criterion on CAP. The HSCT criterion appears too stringent for the type of altitude-tracking maneuvers flown because several level 1 ratings fall outside that region. Only 33 percent of the level 1 ratings fall within the HSCT guidelines, whereas 79 percent of the level 1 ratings fall within the category C, level 1 criterion. For the MIL-STD-1797 category B criterion, 60 percent of the data fall within the predicted boundaries, worse than the 83 percent estimated by the category C criterion.

Figure 8 shows the XB-70, YF-12, and SR-71 short-period damping estimates. MIL-STD-1797 criteria for category A and C and the HSCT criterion are superimposed on the data. The shaded region shows where the data should fall if the criteria correlate with pilot ratings. All the criteria for damping appear to be too restrictive for the high-speed maneuvers, even if category B requirements on damping (0.3) were considered. Short-period damping is less significant as a flying qualities parameter in high-speed flight than in low-speed flight. A relaxation of the allowable damping limits for high-speed flight might be possible, although other factors not accounted for in the XB-70 and YF-12 ratings, such as turbulence, may increase the damping requirement. However, references 4 and 5 noted that aircraft response due to turbulence may be reduced at high Mach number because of the reduced $L_{ax}$.

In figure 9 the MIL-STD-1797 and HSCT criteria for equivalent time delay are superimposed on the SR-71 and YF-12 equivalent system time delay estimate. The shaded regions show where the data should fall if the criteria correlate with pilot ratings. The HSCT criteria predict level 1 for time delays less than 200 msec. No distinctions are made among categories A, B, and C in the time delay criterion of MIL-STD-1797. The military standard states that although not enough time delay data exist for class III (transport) aircraft to be conclusive, it is apparent that a relaxation in the time delay criterion is in order. This is because the standard's criteria are based on class IV (fighter) airplanes. Class III aircraft data have shown that delays as much as 250 msec have been evaluated as level 1 (ref. 6). Thus, the HSCT criterion appears reasonable. The single SR-71 data point supports a criterion less restrictive than MIL-STD-1797, but is obviously not enough to be conclusive.
Figure 8. LOES estimates of short-period damping compared with HSCT and MIL-STD-1797 criteria.

Figure 9. LOES estimates of time delay compared with MIL-STD-1797 and HSCT criteria.
Bandwidth Criterion

The bandwidth criterion as defined in MIL-STD-1797 was used to analyze both the SR-71 and (reproduced) YF-12 data. The gain-limited bandwidth (defined as the frequency at the magnitude that is 6 dB more than the magnitude at the phase crossover frequency) and phase-limited bandwidth (defined as the frequency where 45° phase margin exists) were calculated from a pitch attitude from stick deflection frequency response. The lesser of the two frequencies was considered the bandwidth frequency. The criterion places limits on the bandwidth frequency as a function of the time delay ($\tau_p$), which is estimated from the phase at twice the phase crossover frequency ($\phi_{2\omega_{180^\circ}}$), and phase crossover frequency ($\omega_{180^\circ}$):

$$\tau_p = \frac{\phi_{2\omega_{180^\circ}} + 180^\circ}{57.3(2\omega_{180^\circ})}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

The calculation of the bandwidth frequency for SR-71 and YF-12 data with the stability augmentation system (SAS) turned on proved straightforward. However, the YF-12 data included four test points where the SAS was turned off. Figure 10 shows a typical example of the pitch attitude bandwidth calculation for low damped, YF-12 data. The calculation of the phase bandwidth value, the frequency where the phase is $-135^\circ$, is straightforward. However, the calculation of the gain bandwidth value is more confusing. Applying the definition of the gain-limited bandwidth to the data in figure 10 results in three possible gain bandwidth values: 1.8, 0.8, and 0.19 rad/sec. Note that a slightly increased phase crossover frequency, $\omega_{180^\circ}$, would prevent this phenomenon from occurring. If the value of 1.8 rad/sec is considered the gain bandwidth value, then the phase bandwidth value would be compared with the criterion because it is less than 1.8 rad/sec. However, if either the 0.8 or 0.19 rad/sec values are the appropriate gain bandwidth value, then these would be compared with the criterion because they are less than the phase bandwidth value.

This phenomenon results mainly from the large, “shelf-like” characteristic created by the large difference between $L_\alpha$ and the short-period frequency and the low short-period damping. The low short-period damping characteristic produces the three possible gain bandwidth values. Standard procedure for this situation would be to

![Figure 10](image)

Figure 10. Example pitch attitude bandwidth calculation typical of a low damped YF-12 test point.
choose the lesser value, 0.19 rad/sec, as the gain bandwidth. The rationale is that if the pilot tries to close the loop at the higher gain bandwidth values a tendency to oscillate will occur because of the lightly damped peak. The large, shelf-like characteristic results in a large separation between the three gain bandwidth values. The existence of a large shelf is generally an indication of poor handling qualities, because the gain margin is very sensitive to slight changes in phase (ref. 6). In the following discussion the pitch attitude bandwidth for the cases when the SAS was off will be based on the phase bandwidth value, unless otherwise mentioned. Some comparison with the criterion will also be done using the lowest value of gain bandwidth, represented by 0.19 rad/sec in figure 10.

Figure 11 shows the results using categories A and C criteria from MIL-STD-1797. All the data rated level 1 falls within the level 2 region for the category A criterion. The category A criterion appears too stringent on pitch attitudes.

![Figure 11](image_url)

(a) Category A.

![Figure 11](image_url)

(b) Category C.

Figure 11. MIL-STD-1797 pitch bandwidth criteria for categories A and C flight.
attitude bandwidth. However, the category C criterion reduces the restriction on pitch attitude bandwidth. For the category C criterion the ratings and comments correlate better with the border between the level 1 and 2 regions. Overplotted on the category C criterion is the gain-limited pitch attitude bandwidth values for the four YF-12 test points that were conducted with the SAS off. As is expected the pitch attitude bandwidth is drastically reduced to around 0.25, near the level 3 border. Correlation with pilot comments and ratings appears better with the phase-limited bandwidth values than the gain limited value, although the reason behind this phenomenon is unknown.

Although good correlation was obtained with the phase bandwidth values, it may be a misleading result. A large shelf exists in the pitch attitude frequency response, which is normally associated with poor pitch attitude control. However, the large shelf is actually the cause of good flightpath control. Figure 12 compares the magnitude of pitch attitude and flightpath frequency responses. For the frequency range where the large shelf is prevalent in the pitch attitude frequency response, the flightpath frequency response has a “1/s” characteristic. The 1/s characteristic is typical of airplanes with good flying qualities. Thus, pilot control of flightpath should be better than pitch attitude control. A flightpath command control is approximated with a conventional aircraft because pitch attitude deviations are small in supersonic flight. Other types of control systems, such as pitch rate command systems, could remove the shelf making pitch attitude control good, but would cause flightpath control to deteriorate.

![Figure 12. Comparison of pitch attitude and flightpath from stick position frequency response.](image)

Figure 13 presents the pitch bandwidth using the HSCT criterion (ref. 7). The HSCT criterion is based on the terminal flight phase, which is equivalent to a category C flight phase. Note that the HSCT criterion is less restrictive on level 1 pitch attitude bandwidth than the MIL-STD-1797, category C criterion. Although there is some correlation with the HSCT criterion, less correlation exists using the HSCT criterion compared with the category C criterion from MIL-STD-1797 because level 2 ratings fall within the level 1 region. Either the criterion is not restrictive enough in pitch attitude bandwidth, or other factors are creating the level 2 ratings that this criteria does not account for. As was mentioned before, many of the flying qualities criteria, based on subsonic data, place restrictions on pitch attitude and assume that a good flightpath response follows. This assumption works in subsonic flight, where the criteria were defined. However, in supersonic flight, unique flightpath characteristics might invalidate the criteria. Flightpath control could be the factor not accounted for in the HSCT criterion presented in figure 13.

A criterion comparing flightpath bandwidth with pitch attitude bandwidth, presented in figure 14, had also been identified by the HSCT program. Again this criterion was based on the terminal flight phase or category C flight phase. At first glance good correlation exists between the ratings and the HSCT criterion. The three level 2 ratings that were predicted to be level 1 in figure 13 are now predicted to be level 2/3. However, a closer scrutiny of the data reveals some problems. This criterion sets requirements on the amount of lag between pitch attitude and flightpath response. The flightpath bandwidth values in figure 14 are above the level 1 region. This finding implies that the flightpath response lags the pitch attitude not by too much, as is expected, but by too little. This result is counter intuitive because physically the lag between pitch attitude and flightpath increases with Mach number.
Figure 13. HSCT criteria on pitch bandwidth.

Figure 14. HSCT criteria on pitch bandwidth as a function of flightpath bandwidth.
One possible explanation for this data is that the upper limit on flightpath bandwidth was set based on precision approach and landing. In this flight phase both pitch attitude and flightpath response are controlled by the pilot. For the data of figure 14 the pilot ratings and comments were based on cruise flight during a vertical plane altitude change using an inertial vertical speed feedback. The requirement for consonance between flightpath and pitch attitude response may not be as important for these conditions. The pilot simply may not care as much about the smaller pitch attitude response in cruise flight compared with landing, especially if vertical speed is fed back. As a result, adjustment of the level 1 upper borders may be required for precision flightpath control at cruise conditions.

**Neal/Smith Criterion**

The Neal/Smith criterion involves closing the loop around a pitch attitude to stick deflection transfer function and a lead-lag compensator, modified by the addition of pure time delay, to meet specific closed-loop characteristics. The characteristics of the closed-loop frequency response are defined as -90 degrees of phase at the bandwidth frequency and no less than -3 dB of droop (fig. 15). The bandwidth frequency represents the piloting task that is being conducted and is generally chosen based on flight phase. Criteria are established based on the lead required of the compensator to meet the characteristics and the maximum amplitude, or resonant peak, of the frequency response of the closed-loop (i.e., the compensator and airplane) system.

![Figure 15. Illustration of application of Neal/Smith criteria.](image)

For the data presented here, the time delay of the compensator was chosen to be 0.3 sec. Three bandwidths ranging from 1.0 to 2.5 were analyzed to represent increases in the demands of the task. Figure 16 presents the results from applying this criterion to SR-71 data. From this figure the compensator requires large amounts of lag, which drives the ratings into the level 2 region. These results would be consistent with the large shelf in the pitch attitude from stick position frequency responses. Data in this region of the Neal/Smith plane predict pilot comments of abruptness in the initial response with tendencies to bobble. Pilot comments from flight data are contrary to this prediction. One pilot commented during the vertical plane altitude change maneuver that “a great deal of lead is required (to acquire the target altitude) in terms of time.” This comment suggests that the Neal/Smith analysis should
yield results on the lead side of the plane, where pilot comments of sluggish initial responses are predicted. However, the pilot later commented that “the workload for this maneuver is acceptable because of the low rates of change involved,” and gave the aircraft a CH of 3, which implied that the workload was not significant. Thus, one would expect the Neal/Smith analysis to yield results within the level 1 region.

A contradiction exists between the pilot ratings and comments and the Neal/Smith analysis. The solution to this contradiction may be found through closer examination of the instrumentation available to the pilot for the evaluations. Typically a pilot uses pitch attitude as a primary feedback to his commanded inputs to the stick. However, the SR-71 and YF-12 had inertial vertical speed displayed through needles on the ADI and driven by an inertial navigation system. This display allowed direct feedback to the pilots on vertical speed without the lags of a pressure-driven vertical speed display. The pilots on both the SR-71 and YF-12 took advantage of this feature by flying these maneuvers using these needles as their primary feedback parameter. Reference 3 described the advantage of using the inertial vertical speed indication. If this is the case, perhaps the Neal/Smith results would correlate better with ratings and comments if the integral of normal acceleration, or vertical speed, would be used in the analysis instead of pitch attitude.

The Neal/Smith analysis was repeated for the SR-71 data, this time using the integral of normal acceleration at the center of gravity (c.g.) and normal acceleration at the pilot station to approximate vertical speed. Figure 17 presents the results for bandwidth frequencies of 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 rad/sec. The data fall on the lead side of the Neal/Smith plane as expected. Superimposed on the results are the MIL-STD-1797 criterion and the HSCT criterion. Note that the level 1/2 HSCT border is nearly equivalent to the MIL-STD-1797 border, but that the level 2/3 border is more restrictive. Quite a bit of difference exists between the results using c.g. and pilot station vertical speed. The rate of flying qualities degradation as a function of increasing bandwidth is much higher for the vertical speed at the c.g. than for the vertical speed at the pilot station. The inertial system used to calculate the vertical speed that is fed back to the pilot is located close to the pilot station. Therefore, using the vertical speed calculated for the pilot station in the Neal/Smith analysis is more representative of the actual vertical speed indicator than the vertical speed at the c.g. The Neal/Smith results using vertical speed calculated at the pilot station also indicate that there can be a beneficial effect in modifying the c.g. vertical speed with, in this case, pitch acceleration lead.
As described previously, the aircraft was rated level 1, with noticeable lead required. As the bandwidth increases, the c.g. vertical speed results enter the level 2 region with relatively low levels of lead required, whereas the pilot station vertical speed results enter the level 2 region with significant amounts of lead. Thus, using the vertical speed at the pilot station correlates better with ratings and comments than using the c.g. vertical speed. Bandwidths within the 1.0 to 1.5 rad/sec range correlate best with SR-71 pilot comments and ratings.

Both MIL-STD-1797 and HSCT criteria use 1.5 rad/sec as the bandwidth for the terminal, or category C, flight phase. From figure 17 the use of this value of bandwidth correlates well with the ratings and comments from high-speed flight, although the 1.5 rad/sec bandwidth is at the high end of bandwidths that correlate. Thus, as long as the vertical speed at the pilot station transfer function is used instead of the pitch attitude transfer function, the category C requirement should provide a conservative analysis for normal maneuvering in high-speed flight.

To further examine the Neal/Smith criterion figure 18 shows the reproduced YF-12 data along with the SR-71 data for a bandwidth of 1.0 rad/sec. Two of the test points correlate well with the level 1 region. However, the rest of the points predict a great deal of oscillatory characteristics. The oscillatory prediction is great enough to be pilot-induced oscillation (PIO) prone and level 3. Pilot comments in no way suggest these characteristics. All the test points that do not correlate well were gathered without the SAS. Short-period damping was reduced from approximately 0.5 to 0.15 by turning off the SAS. Increases in the oscillatory tendency of the aircraft would be expected, as well as a large sharp peak in the magnitude and a large phase dropoff in the frequency response used in the Neal/Smith analysis. These frequency response characteristics would result in higher calculations of resonant peak in the Neal/Smith analysis.

Because the data from figure 18 show that level 2 ratings exist in the level 3 region because of large values of resonant peak, the Neal/Smith criterion may be too restrictive in short-period damping and may require adjustment of the border between the level 1 and 2 regions. This finding is supported by the short-period damping analysis in figure 8. From this data it was shown that a relaxation of the damping criterion was necessary to define the border between the level 1 and 2 regions for normal maneuvering in high-speed flight.
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CRITERIA EVALUATION

Lateral-directional criteria were evaluated using the LOES technique and lateral acceleration at the pilot station. These criteria were used in the design of the HSCT. The SR-71 flight data were compared with MIL-STD-1797 and HSCT criteria. Unfortunately, test conditions of previous XB-70 and YF-12 lateral-directional evaluations were not available. Therefore, it was not possible to reproduce any of this data, as was done in the longitudinal axis. Pilot evaluations did exist for the XB-70, and these results were compared with the criterion on dutch roll damping.

Low-Order Equivalent System

The LOES technique was developed to apply classical boundaries for handling qualities to higher order aircraft. The technique fits fourth-order transfer function models of roll attitude from stick deflection and sideslip from rudder pedal to higher order models or flight data. A time delay model is added to the fourth-order transfer functions to account for differences in phase between the lower and higher order models. As a result, LOES estimates of dutch roll frequency ($\omega_{dr}$) and damping ($\zeta_{dr}$), roll mode ($\tau_r$), and spiral mode can be applied to classical criteria on these parameters. An additional criterion on the time delay estimate has also been developed.

An LOES fit was performed on a Fast Fourier Transform of a lateral stick frequency sweep performed during flight. Unfortunately, a good measurement of sideslip was not available. Therefore, simultaneous fits of flight-data-recorded sideslip from rudder pedal and bank-angle-to-stick deflection frequency responses were not possible. However, dutch roll damping and frequency estimates from flight data were still desired. To obtain these estimates an LOES fit was performed on the bank-angle-from-stick deflection frequency response with the second-order numerator zero fixed at a value estimated by the linear simulation model.

The LOES estimates of roll mode time constant, dutch roll frequency, time delay, and dutch roll damping are plotted in figures 19 through 22, respectively, against categories A, B, and C criteria from MIL-STD-1797 and
against HSCT criteria. The shaded regions show where the data should fall if the criteria correlate with pilot ratings. Except for the time delay criterion, HSCT criteria are either the same as or more restrictive than MIL-STD-1797 criteria. For the roll mode time constant (fig. 19) and dutch roll frequency (fig. 20) both MIL-STD-1797 and HSCT criteria predict level 1 flying qualities, which agrees with pilot ratings and comments. Time delay estimates (fig. 21) fall outside the MIL-STD-1797 criterion. However, the MIL-STD-1797 criterion appears to be too restrictive, especially for a class III vehicle (ref. 13). Although not enough data exist to be conclusive, the SR-71 data support a less restrictive time delay criterion than MIL-STD-1797.

Figure 19. LOES estimates of roll mode time constant compared with HSCT and MIL-STD-1797 criteria.

Figure 20. LOES estimates of dutch roll frequency compared with MIL-STD-1797 and HSCT criteria.
Figure 21. LOES estimates of time delay estimate compared with HSCT and reference 5 criteria.

The most interesting results are observed in the dutch roll damping ratio estimates presented in figure 22, which have XB-70 data overplotted. The solid line in figure 22 is a fairing of the data. The shaded region shows where the data should fall if the criteria correlate with pilot ratings. From this data it is obvious that the HSCT criterion is too restrictive and that the categories B and C criteria from MIL-STD-1797 are not restrictive enough. The data fit within the category A criterion with nearly 100-percent correlation. This fit implies that either (1) the lateral-directional tasks being flown by the XB-70 are better represented by the category A flight phase, or (2) that some other parameter

Figure 22. LOES estimates of dutch roll damping compared with HSCT criteria and criteria from categories A, B, and C of MIL-STD-1797.
was affecting the flying qualities, which is not accounted for in this plot. Reference 5 mentioned that the ratings were collected during sonic boom measurement runs, where precise heading was crucial to fly over sonic boom equipment on the ground.

Two HSCT criteria were defined to evaluate the roll rate oscillations due to the dutch roll mode. These two criteria are defined as (1) the cost of an LOES first-order fit to the bank-angle-to-stick deflection frequency response must be less than 25, and (2) $\zeta_{\delta\theta}/\zeta_{\delta r}\omega_d$ must be between 0.95 and 1.05. Both criteria were applied to SR-71 flight data. Application of an LOES first-order fit to the bank-angle-to-stick deflection frequency response resulted in a cost of approximately 11. Thus, the SR-71 data are acceptable according to the first criterion. The second criterion was applied through an LOES fit to the bank-angle-from-stick deflection frequency response with the second-order numerator parameters fixed at values estimated by a linear model. The dutch roll parameters were then estimated in the LOES fit. The results show that $\zeta_{\delta\theta}/\zeta_{\delta r}\omega_d$ is equal to 0.90, just outside the acceptable range. Pilot comments indicated no problems with roll rate oscillations because of the dutch roll mode.

**Lateral Acceleration at Pilot Station**

The next criterion addresses the acceptable level of lateral acceleration at the pilot station during a roll. The criterion is based on a parameter calculated by dividing the lateral acceleration at the pilot station by the maximum roll rate encountered during the first 2.5 sec of a lateral step input. The criterion is applied to SR-71 flight data and presented in figure 23. HSCT and MIL-STD-1797 criteria are superimposed on figure 23. The shaded regions show where the data should fall if the criteria correlate with pilot ratings. Note that the HSCT criterion is slightly more restrictive than the MIL-STD-1797 criterion. The SR-71 data, although inconclusive because of their scarcity, do support both HSCT and MIL-STD-1797 criteria.
CONCLUSIONS

NASA Dryden Flight Research Center evaluated the flying qualities of the SR-71 at Mach 3 through three well-defined maneuvers: steady level turn, ascending turn, and a vertical plane altitude change. The flying qualities of the SR-71 were documented and reasons were identified for cases where level 2 ratings were given. The goal of this research was to extend the high-speed flying qualities experience of large airplanes and to evaluate some of the more recent MIL-STD-1797 criteria against pilot comments and ratings. The XB-70 and YF-12 data from research conducted approximately 25 years ago supplemented the SR-71 data. Emphasis was placed on evaluating the criteria used for the design of the High-Speed Civil Transport (HSCT). The following longitudinal criteria were evaluated: low-order equivalent system (LOES), pitch bandwidth, flightpath bandwidth, and Neal/Smith. Additionally, the memorandum evaluated the following lateral-directional criteria: LOES and lateral acceleration at the pilot station. The results indicate the following:

1. In general, MIL-STD-1797, category C, or terminal flight criteria on pitch bandwidth and control anticipation parameter (CAP) correlate well with the evaluations of high-speed flying qualities. The tasks flown are considered typical maneuvering for high-speed flight. Application of these category C criteria to aircraft in high-speed flight should result in an accurate evaluation of the longitudinal flying qualities.

2. Evidence exists for relaxing the short-period damping criterion for high-speed flight. The relaxation of the short-period damping requirement may also affect the Neal/Smith borders on resonant peak as well. However, other factors not accounted for in the XB-70 and YF-12 ratings, such as turbulence, may increase the damping requirement.

3. High-speed handling qualities data, in general, support the HSCT terminal phase criteria as sufficient to provide a good flying qualities airplane for typical high-speed maneuvering. Borders in the criteria specified for the design of the HSCT were more restrictive, or conservative, in nature than both the MIL-STD-1797 criteria and the high-speed flying qualities evaluations. Criteria on CAP and short-period damping proved too restrictive. Application of the flightpath bandwidth criterion to the data did not predict the expected pitch attitude and flightpath consonance characteristics.
4. Applying the Neal/Smith criteria with the standard pitch attitude from stick deflection frequency response yielded results that did not match pilot comments of lead compensation. To correlate the Neal/Smith analysis with pilot ratings and comments, an extension of the technique using the vertical speed at the pilot station was required. Only the Neal/Smith criterion for cases with high damping appears consistent with evaluations of high-speed handling qualities.

5. Estimates of dutch roll damping for the XB-70 correlate well with category A criterion from MIL-STD-1797. However, category C and HSCT criteria do not correlate well, which is opposite to the relationship seen in other parameters.

6. Using inertial vertical speed, instead of the instantaneous vertical speed indicator (IVSI), which is driven by pressure, is important in the pilot control of flightpath.

Although not enough data exist in high-speed flight to be conclusive, the results of this study indicate that category C criteria may be applicable to the high-speed flight regime. Many of the criteria matched pilot ratings and comments, with the HSCT criteria on the conservative side.

Dryden Flight Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Edwards, California, January 27, 1997
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### Abstract
Most flying qualities criteria have been developed from data in the subsonic flight regime. Unique characteristics of supersonic flight raise questions about whether these criteria successfully extend into the supersonic flight regime. Approximately 25 years ago NASA Dryden Flight Research Center addressed this issue with handling qualities evaluations of the XB-70 and YF-12. Good correlations between some of the classical handling qualities parameters, such as the control anticipation parameter as a function of damping, were discovered. More criteria have been developed since these studies. Some of these more recent criteria are being used in designing the High-Speed Civil Transport (HSCT). A second research study recently addressed this issue through flying qualities evaluations of the SR-71 at Mach 3. The research goal was to extend the high-speed flying qualities experience of large airplanes and to evaluate more recent MIL-STD-1797 criteria against pilot comments and ratings. Emphasis was placed on evaluating the criteria used for designing the HSCT. XB-70 and YF-12 data from the previous research supplemented the SR-71 data. The results indicate that the criteria used in the HSCT design are conservative and should provide good flying qualities for typical high-speed maneuvering. Additional results show correlation between the ratings and comments and criteria for gradual maneuvering with precision control. Correlation is shown between ratings and comments and an extension of the Neal/Smith criterion using normal acceleration instead of pitch rate.